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ABSTRACT

Since the most program execution time is consumed in a loop structure, extracting parallelism from loop programs is critical for the faster program execution. In this paper, we proposed data dependency removal method for a single loop. The data dependency removal method can be applied to uniform and non-uniform data dependency distance in the single loop. Procedure calls parallelisms with only a single loop structure or procedure call most of other methods are concerned with the uniform code within the uniform data dependency distance. We also propose an algorithm, which can be applied to uniform, non-uniform, and complex data dependency distance among the multiple procedures. We compared our method with conventional methods using CRAY-T3E for the performance evaluation. The results show that the proposed algorithm is effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There has been a move to parallel processing systems in order to build the faster computers. However, simply adding more processors is not sufficient enough. Many researchers have been suggested that new parallel programming environments for parallel computers. These environments analyze the dependency relationships of the variables being used in the program. When the source code is sequential, the parallelizing compilers for parallel computers detect the implicit parallelism and translate the sequential programs into the parallel programs. Examples of such parallelizing compilers are PARAFRASE III[1] from University of Illinois, PTTRAN from IBM, and SUIF from Stanford University, among many others.

The most fundamental and usable part of the parallel compiler is the restructuring module, which extracts parallelisms from sequential loops. This method is fairly good for speeding up parallel processing system. We can classify existing loop transformation methods[2,3] into two categories: when the data dependency distance is uniform and when it is non-uniform. The uniform data dependency distance case includes interchanging[2], tiling[2], unimodular[4], selective cycle shrinking[5], Hollander[5], and Chen&Wang[6] methods. The non-uniform case includes DCH[7] and IDCH[8] methods. All of these methods analyze the data dependency, and divide them into pieces to schedule, but they have a limitation to achieve better performance. For this reason, we propose an algorithm, which can efficiently remove data dependency and be implemented in both uniform and non-uniform fashion in the single loop.

We expanded a loop procedure call into multiple loops. In uniform situations, there are many proposed methods. Those are loop extraction[9], loop embedding[10] and procedure cloning[11].
However, no such a proposal has been made yet for the non-uniform. However, no such a proposal has been made yet for the non-uniform situation case.

Also a method of extracting parallelism from a loop, which contains procedure calls, is proposed. We applied the proposed data dependency removal method to achieve the goal, and the method can be implemented in both uniform and non-uniform way. The proposed method is summarized in Figure 1.

To show that data dependency removal method is the most efficient in a one loop, we evaluated the performance on the data dependency distance for the case of uniform and non-uniform. The performance analysis on using data dependency removal method in the inter-procedure transformation method on proposed algorithm are performed using CRAY-T3E.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the data dependency removal algorithm is described in Section 2. We then propose an expanded data dependency removal algorithm in Section 3. Performance analysis is in Section 4, and conclusion in Section 5.

2. THE DATA DEPENDENCY REMOVAL ALGORITHM

In this section, definitions and theorems for the data dependency removal algorithm are presented.

2.1 Data Dependency

The data dependency can be divided in the form of flow dependence, anti dependence, output dependence. Between sentence \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) in \( S_i \) the variable \( X \) is defined and \( S_j \) uses \( X \). In this situation the flow dependence exists while \( S_i \) runs before \( S_j \). Two sentences \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) define the same variable and \( S_i \) performs before \( S_j \) and the output dependence exists. Sentence \( S_i \) uses \( X \) and \( S_j \) defines \( X \). If \( S_i \) performs before \( S_j \) then there exists anti dependence. There are many approaches to analyze the data dependency and the easiest method of them is the separability test. This method can be implemented when only one common loop variable exists between two sentences. And GCD test has nothing to do with loop boundary and only subordinating equation tells whether there exist a fixed solution or not. Power test, I test, \( \lambda \) test can be used for data dependency analysis. But these methods can only be applied when the data dependency distance is uniform and cannot be used for the non-uniform case.

According to the study on the added expression in array variable and data dependency, only 13.65% is uniform type and 86.35% is non-uniform. For that reason, to perform parallel process more efficiently not only uniform type but also non-uniform type loops must be implemented. If a loop consists of only one added variable as in \( a \times i + b \), \( c \times i + d(a, b, c, d \) are fixed number and \( i \) is loop variable), and then in added sequence if \( a \times c \) then, dependency distance is \( |(a \times i + b) - (c \times i + d)| \), and there exists an uniform type. If \( a \times c \), a non-uniform type exists. If data dependency distance is the uniform type, there exists only one dependent distant. If it is a non-uniform type, there can be many more de-
dependent distances.

[Definition 1]

Dependence Matrix (DM) becomes an array for calculating the data dependence by using all of the added markers in nested loops to express data dependency. All elements in DM are pairs and the elements in pairs are expression of dependent sentences in between. DM(k,1,m) means that the number of nested loops is k, the initial value of dependent array matrix count is 1, and m is the number of sentences in the loop.

If the number of nested loops is 2 and the number of sentences in loop is n, then the dependent matrix is DM(2,1,n), and it consists of followings:

\[ DM(2,1,n) = \begin{pmatrix}
(x_{11}, y_{11}), (x_{12}, y_{12}), \ldots, (x_{1n}, y_{1n}) \\
(x_{21}, y_{21}), (x_{22}, y_{22}), \ldots, (x_{2n}, y_{2n}) \\
\vdots \\
(x_{n1}, y_{n1}), (x_{n2}, y_{n2}), \ldots, (x_{nn}, y_{nn})
\end{pmatrix} \]

Every pair consists of \(x_{ij} = (a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})\) with arbitrary i, j(1 \leq i, j \leq n). This shows that Si has a data dependency from Sj. And when it is 0, it shows there exist no data dependency at all. But, \(\oplus\) is used for constant s and t which can be used at the same time in added number equation s \times t. Si has data dependency from Sj, so it is expressed in the form of \((a_{ij}, b_{ij})\) and becomes the first solution of diophantine equation \(x_{ij} \times f + g' = w_{ij} \times Q + h'\). \((a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij}), (c_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})\) stands for the fixed dependent distance, and \#(a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij}), (c_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})) is the upper bound on the modification of added numbers.

[Definition 2]

The product(\(\Theta\)) of dependent matrix DM(m,n,p) and DM(m,1,p) on operand produces dependent matrix DM(m,n+1,p).

Using predefined DM expression

\[\begin{pmatrix}
(x_{11}, y_{11}), (x_{12}, y_{12}), \ldots, (x_{1n}, y_{1n}) \\
(x_{21}, y_{21}), (x_{22}, y_{22}), \ldots, (x_{2n}, y_{2n}) \\
\vdots \\
(x_{n1}, y_{n1}), (x_{n2}, y_{n2}), \ldots, (x_{nn}, y_{nn})
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix}
(x_{11}, y_{11}), (x_{12}, y_{12}), \ldots, (x_{1n}, y_{1n}) \\
(x_{21}, y_{21}), (x_{22}, y_{22}), \ldots, (x_{2n}, y_{2n}) \\
\vdots \\
(x_{n1}, y_{n1}), (x_{n2}, y_{n2}), \ldots, (x_{nn}, y_{nn})
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
A \cdot B \\
C \cdot D
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The matrix is for calculating the data dependency. Operator \(\oplus\) in dependent matrix stands for one element consists of n elements, and tells that each element is used for calculating the data dependency. If \((a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij}), (c_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})\) shows Sj is dependent on Si, and \((a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij}), (c_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})\) shows Sj is dependent on Si. Also, \((a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij}), (c_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})\) shows Si \(\rightarrow S_j \rightarrow S_k\) are dependent in the following order. The transitive relationship between them is shown in Lemma 1.

[Lemma 1]

One element in dependent matrix DM(m,2,p) that is \((a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij}), (c_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})\) show transitive dependence relationships whose path length is 2, and it shows a transitive relationships in \(\left[\left((a_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij}), (c_{ij} \oplus w_{ij} d_{ij} \ominus \pi_{ij})\right)\right]\)

The proof of the above theorem is shown in Lemma 1.

**Proof**

The above theorem is shown in Lemma 1.
shows dependency from $S_j$ to $S_k$. From $S_j$ through $S_i$ and to $S_k$ the path length is 2 and a transitive dependent relationship can be derived from LCM. $a_{ij}$, $u_{ij}$, $b_{ij}$, $v_{ij}$ show first added number and its increased first solution's. In the same sense, from $S_j$ to $S_k$, $a_{kl}$, $u_{kl}$, $b_{kl}$, $v_{kl}$ the dependent relationships are showing added number and first solution $c_{kl}$, $w_{kl}$, $d_{kl}$, $x_{kl}$ shows second added number and its first solution. The transitive dependent relationships $S_i\rightarrow S_j\rightarrow S_k$ are from $(a_{mn}\oplus u_{mn}, b_{mn}\oplus u_{mn}, (c_{mn}\oplus w_{mn}, d_{mn}\oplus x_{mn}))$. Initial increase $a_{mn}$ and $u_{mn}$ are from initial increase $a_{kn}$ and $u_{mn}$. $S_i$ to $S_j$ is the first added numbers. The first increase is in $v_{ij}$ and $S_j$ to $S_k$ $a_{mn}=u_{mn}=\text{LCM}(v_{ij},w_{kl})$ are fair.

\[ c_{mn} = w_{mn} = \text{LCM}(x_{ij},w_{kl}) \]
\[ b_{mn} = v_{ij} + b_{ij}(\text{if } b_{ij} = 0 \text{ then } b_{ij} = v_{kl} ) - 1 \]
\[ d_{mn} = x_{ij} + d_{ij}(\text{if } d_{ij} = 0 \text{ then } d_{ij} = x_{kl} ) - 1 \]
\[ v_{mn} = \text{LCM}(x_{ij},v_{kl}) \]
\[ x_{mn} = \text{LCM}(x_{ij},x_{kl}) \]

The transitive relationship can be determined through increased numbers. If one relation is increased by 3 and another one is increased by 4, the LCM of two increases is $\{3,4\}$, $(6,8)$, $(9,12)$;\ldots.

[Theorem 1]

The transitive dependent relationship can be derived from LCM of two increased numbers disappears in the finite number of counts.

(Proof)

By lemma 1, transitive dependency relationship can be calculated through the increment of dependency relationships between two LCMs. Let be two dependent relationships increase $m_1$, $m_2$, and $m_3 = \text{LCM}(m_1,m_2)$. If $m_3$ is no bigger than loop added number of final $n$, proceed with LCM recursively. For that let the set of common multiplier's element value be $m_1$, $m_2$, $m_3$, \ldots, $m_k$. Then this values are fixed numbers and are bigger than 1. And finally $1 \leq m_1 \leq m_2 \leq m_3 \leq \ldots \leq m_k$. At the end, from the count $m_1$ to $m_k$, let the number of count be $k$, and let there exists $k$ that always satisfies $m_k\geq n$. If and only if $k=\infty$, it must be performed in sequential which means recursively $n$ times. Finally, the data dependency will disappear. If $k=\infty$, the dependency will be eliminated with $k$-th count. The data dependency can be derived from LCM and then can be eliminated within limited numbers.

### 2.2 Data dependency removal algorithm

For loops regardless of whether the data dependence distance is uniform or non-uniform, we apply the parallelism extraction algorithm. In general, the loop consists of fixed dependent distance or variable dependent distance, as follows:

\[ S_1 : a_i(a_i+b_i, e_i+f_i) = \ldots \]
\[ \vdots \]
\[ S_i : a_i(a_i+b_i, e_i+f_i) = a_{i-1}(c_{i-1}+d_{i-1}, g_{i-1}+h_{i-1}) + \ldots \]
\[ S_{i+1} : a_i(a_i+b_i, e_i+f_i) = a_{i}(c_i+d_i, g_i+h_i) + \ldots \]
\[ \vdots \]
\[ S_n : a_n(a_n+b_n, e_n+f_n) = a_{n-1}(c_{n-1}+d_{n-1}, g_{n-1}+h_{n-1}) + \ldots \]
\[ a_i(1 \leq i \leq n) \text{ may be different for each } i. \]

For arbitrary $i(1 \leq i \leq n)$ between $S_i$ and $S_{i-1}$, if and only if there exists data dependency, perform sentence $S_i$ first and then $S_{i-1}$. Then sentence $S_{i-1}$'s value $a\times(i+1)$ must not be correct because of $a_i$. But if we perform $S_{i-1}$ again, the value $a_{i-1}$ of sentence $S_{i-1}$ might be correct. In this situation, if we perform sentence $S_{i-1}$ again, the value $a\times(i+1)$ in $S_{i-1}$ would be correct. Finally, in order to remove the data dependency totally, we must know the length of path, that is, how many times the transitive relation is formed. These procedures are shown in <algorithm 1>, <algorithm 2>, and <algorithm 3>. In order to know what kind of data dependency exists, we may perform <algorithm 3>, and the result will be transformed into parallel codes.

### <algorithm 1>

```
FOR all $a_i$, $c_i < 0$
    IF the number of computation = 1 THEN
        IF $u_{ij}$ and $w_{ij} = 1$ THEN
            DOALL $k=1$, $m-b_{ij}+1$
```
DOALL i=1, n-d_0 + 1
    S_i
ENDDOALL
ENDDOALL
ELSE
    DOALL k=ui, m, u_i
    DOALL k=w_ki, n, w_ki
    S_i
ENDDOALL
ENDDOALL
ELSE IF the number of computation = 2 THEN
    IF u_1 and w_1 = 1 THEN
        DOALL k=b_1, m
        DOALL l=d_1, n
        S_j
    ENDDOALL
ENDDOALL
ELSE
    DOALL k=ui, m, u_ki
    DOALL k=w_ki, n, w_ki
    S_j
ENDDOALL
ENDDOALL
ELSE IF the number of computation = 3 THEN
    IF u_v and w_v = 1 THEN
        DOALL k=b_v + b_v - 1, m
        DOALL l=d_v + d_v - 1, n
        S_v
    ENDDOALL
ENDDOALL
ELSE
    DOALL k=u_v, m, w_v
    DOALL k=u_v, n, w_v
    S_v
ENDDOALL
ENDDOALL

<algorithm 2>
1. IF path length is 2,
   \[
   (u_v \otimes w_v, b_v \otimes v_v, c_v \otimes w_v, d_v \otimes x_v)
   \]
   \[
   DM= (u_v \otimes w_v, b_v \otimes v_v, c_v \otimes w_v, d_v \otimes x_v)
   \]
   THEN
   U_ki = LCM(b_ki, a_ki)
   W_ki = LCM(d_ki, c_ki)
2. IF path length is 3,
   \[
   (a_v \otimes u_v, b_v \otimes u_v, c_v \otimes w_v, d_v \otimes x_v)
   \]
   \[
   DM= (a_v \otimes u_v, b_v \otimes u_v, c_v \otimes w_v, d_v \otimes x_v)
   \]
   THEN
   U_v = LCM(b_v, a_v)
   W_v = LCM(d_v, c_v)

<algorithm 3>
1. Make a DM of path length 1.
2. IF there are DMs with identical subscript
   THEN change to other name.
3. For all i, j
   IF \(a_{ij} u_{ij} > m\) or \(c_{ij} w_{ij} > n\)
   THEN change the element to 0
4. For all non-zero elements, apply <algorithm 1>.
5. IF \(b_i > m\) or \(d_i > n\) THEN change the element to 0.
6. IF all element = 0 THEN goto 12
   ELSE increase path length by 1.
7. IF there is identical elements
   THEN remove all elements except one.
8. In DM, apply <algorithm 2> and look for data dependency and mutate DM.
9. IF the selected LCM value is bigger than that of the final DO loop
   THEN change that element to 0.
10. Apply <algorithm 1> to every non-zero element.
11. Goto 6
12. IF there is added number THEN apply <algorithm 1>.
13. Except for the mutated sentences, perform doall Si to every sentence.

3. EXTRACTION OF PARALLELISM FROM THE LOOP WITH PROCEDURE CALLS

In this chapter, we describe inter-procedure transformation and the extraction of parallelism from the loop with procedure calls using the data dependency removal method.

3.1 Inter-Procedural Transformation

Among many transformation methods applied for procedures, expanded inlining transformation method replaces every procedure calling sentences with called procedure codes. Loop extraction transformation method, a loop of the called procedure is replaced at the outer part of the caller’s calling point. In Loop embedding, the loop based which includes procedure calls is replaced at the called procedure. In Procedure cloning, if a procedure is called many times, we prepare an optimal copy of the procedure, and let the callers called the copy[9,10].

3.2 Extraction of Parallelism from the Loop with Procedure Calls

In order to extract the parallelism from the loop
with procedure calls, we used the data dependency removal method. The method transforms procedures used in the loop using inlining and then applies the data dependency removal algorithm.

<algorithm 4>
1. Draw procedure call multi-graph
2. Expand it into augmented call graph
3. Calculation of information between procedures
4. Dependency analysis
5. IF (one procedure is called and the caller related variables are not changed)
   THEN goto <algorithm 6>
   ELSE goto <algorithm 7>
6. Insert the data dependency removal algorithm <algorithm 5> and make parallel code

<algorithm 5>
1. Initialization
   S is number of sentences, DMA, DMB, DMC are array.
   s_w = 0
2. Use GCD arithmetic function call for diophantine method calculation, and derive pass = 1 and S*S size
   2 dimensional dependent matrix DMB.
   IF (The index variable is same) THEN rename
3. Set loop index variables i, j. They are N_i, N_j at best.
   For all DMB matrix i,j
   IF (it(i,j) > N_i \| (it(j,i) > N_j)
   THEN change that element to 0
   IF s_w = 0 THEN DMA = DMB, s_w = 1
4. Using DMA matrix on all nonzero element
   For all i, j
   IF (it(i,j) \& w_j == 1) THEN uniform
   ELSE IF (it(i,j) \& w_j != 1) THEN non-uniform
   ELSE complex type to doall S_i change
5. IF the same element exists, remove all except one
6. IF all element = 0 THEN go to 8
   ELSE
     to increase pass matrix production S*S*exrr, derived size dependent matrix
     DMC = DMA * DMB
     pass++
     DMB = DMC
     free DMC
   ENDDIF
7. Go to 3
8. Except changed sentences, change all sentences into DOALL S_i sentence.

<algorithm 6>
1. repeat(untill all the procedure be optimized)
2. repeat(untill the inter procedure be optimized)
3. apply inlining in a reverse topological order

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To show the proposed method is superior to the conventional ones, we evaluated data distance using two of the most widely used sample codes[8,9] for the uniform and non-uniform type code.

The performance analysis in Figure 2(a) for uniform code is compared with the data dependency removal method and linear transformation methods such as unimodular, selective cycle shrinking, Hollander, and Chen&Wang.

Figure 3(a) shows the performance of unimodular, selective cycle shrinking, Hollander, Chen&Wang and our new method when the distance is uniform. We performed the comparison on CRAY-T3E machine with the fixed values of N_1=20, N_2=100, and the number of processes is 4.

Unimodular method and cycle shrinking method are similar in the performance because they divide the blocks and process sequentially, and then calculate the value of dependent distance. Hollander method is the worst method, because it processes the white node and black node in serial form. The best performance is achieved when the data dependency removal method is processed until there is no more data dependency. The number of parallel code used is λ=2N_1−4 in tiling, interchanging, selective shrinking. λ=(N_2−4)/4 is used for skewing, unimodular and Chen&Wang method. It is λ = (N_1×N_2)/2 in Hollander method. Finally, the data dependency removal method takes place only λ=2+ N_1/10 times.
Figure 3(b) shows the performance of DCH method, IDCH method, and proposed method when the distance is non-uniform. For the experimental result measurement, we increased the number of iterations from 50 to 500 and the number of processes is 4. With the DCH method, $\lambda = N_t/2$. With the IDCH method, $\lambda = N_t \times N_t / T_n (T_n$: number of tile). For the data dependency method $\lambda = 1 + \min(N_t, N_p)/4$. This shows that the proposed method is effective for both uniform and non-uniform code.

We expand a loop procedure call to multiple loops. The comparison and analysis of data dependency removal method is performed on the CRAY T3E system. We gradually increased the number of processors to 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and applied data dependency distance method for uniform, non-uniform, and complex code. Using the example in Figure 4, we compared loop extraction transformation method, loop embedding transformation method, and procedure cloning transformation method.

The data dependency removal method for transformation between procedures performs inline expansion to remove the data dependency until there is no more parallel data dependency. The same process is applied to loop extraction and loop embedding, which can reduce the overhead in procedure calls. Procedure cloning is divided into the sequential process part and parallel part, and it produces the best parallelism. For the case of non-uniform and complex data dependency distance, parallelization is possible for the expanded data dependency removal method only. Therefore, we apply parallelization for data dependency method, and apply sequence for all other methods.

The summary of the performance analysis is in Figure 5. The expanded data dependency removal method in data dependent distance uniform, non-uniform, complex code are all becoming better with more processors. In the situation where the distance is uniform, the procedure cloning transformation method is better than loop embedding and loop extraction method. For data dependent distance in non-uniform and complex code, only the data dependent removal method can be parallelized. In that sense, this method is the best.

5. CONCLUSION

Most programs spend their execution time in the loop structure. For this reason, there are many on-going studies on transforming sequential programs into parallel programs. Most of the studies
are focused on extracting the parallelism, and then transforming it into inter-procedural parallelism. However, these methods can only be applied to uniform code. This paper proposed an algorithm that is applicable for both uniform and non-uniform dependency distance code. To prove this, we used an applicable data dependent removal method for a single loop. The experimental result shows that the execution time of our proposed method is superior to other methods. We also applied this method to the inter-procedure algorithm and showed that our method is significantly efficient as well.

Since the proposed method requires some times for analysis, we will try to reduce the analysis time as a future work.
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